Managed Security Services | MSS

Traditional Cybersecurity must be coupled
with Advanced Tools and Deep Expertise.
Help your IT Team Succeed
Businesses that have managed their own security for
decades are finding it increasingly more complex to navigate
and deliver proper cybersecurity. Networks have grown
from desktops in offices into a complex ecosystem of smart
phones, laptops, tablets and personal devices - in the office
and in the cloud - exponentially increasing the attack surface
of your company.
Traditional cybersecurity controls must be coupled with
more advanced tools and augmented with expertise that
can protect the organization’s endpoints with services like
Managed Detection and Response (MDR+) and Managed
SIEM.
BlueVoyant’s elite security professionals provide the
intelligence needed to take industry-leading tools and make
them robust, relevant and right-sized for your organization.
Nation states, organized crime and other adversaries have
abundant time and resources that they’re using to look at
ways to exploit any network opening. Threat actors targeting
intellectual property have figured out that it makes more
sense to well-finance their attacks to steal your hard work
than to develop their own. Financially motivated actors are
extremely efficient at monetizing the information they steal.
Despite large enterprises spending millions of dollars to lock
threat actors out, breaches make headlines daily. Couple this
with the fact that their sophistication is now allowing them
to easily turn their sights toward smaller businesses with
little effort and big reward, threat actors are eager to prey
on the vulnerable.
Don’t be an easy target; be well prepared. With BlueVoyant’s
Managed Security Services, you can avoid the headlines and
stop threat actors in their tracks, reducing or eliminating the
damage caused by breaches.

WAVELENGTH™, CLIENT PORTAL
Our web-based client portal has an easy to understand
representation of your security program.
Benefit: See the full context of incidents, assets, vulnerabilities
and on-going investigations. In a world where other providers tell
you what to do, we show you what we did.

REINFORCED SERVICE OFFERINGS
Our MSS Services, like MDR+ work in concert with DaaS or Managed
SIEM, as well as Vulnerability Management Services.
Benefit: BlueVoyant is a cybersecurity force multiplier that is
robust, relevant and right sized for your needs.

24/7 SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTERS
Geographically diverse SOCs staffed by former government and
leading private sector experts are supported by the BlueVoyant
Technology Platform.
Benefit: Experts are available and ready to handle alerts and
attacks quickly long after your staff has gone home. SOCs minimize
the impact of attacks and lower costs with real-time remediation
and faster response times, continuously strengthening your
security posture.

REDUCED ALERT FATIGUE
Consolidated processes and workflow orchestration, plus
automation of security events and alerts helps to triage and reduce
false positives.
Benefit: Reduces mean-time-to-resolve (MTTR) for cyber security
incidents.

ROBUST TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM
BlueVoyant Technology Platform detects, blocks, and/or contains
malware, ransomware, zero-days, non-malware and file-less attacks
automatically.
Benefit: You don’t have to buy another technology or shoehorn in
another layer of cyber security.

ADVANCED THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Our proprietary, open-source, and dark web intelligence is leveraged
to expedite triage and enrich investigations conducted by the SOC.
Delivered as intelligence reports with new detections outlined with
classifications of threat indicators.
Benefit: Greater threat intelligence translates into faster
identification and remediation of security events. It also reduces
the risk of data loss and business disruption due to successful
attacks.
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MANAGED DETECTION & RESPONSE (MDR+)
Advanced Threat Detection, Remote Investigation and
Rapid Response
BlueVoyant’s Managed Security Service protects businesses
of all sizes against agile and well-financed cyber attackers.
Moving beyond traditional MSSPs, we provide real-time
monitoring, vulnerability detection and response, backed by
our 24/7 global security operations centers.
We deliver better security outcomes for clients due to
our superior Threat Intelligence, a view that extends far
beyond the perimeter and immediate response capability of
resource-constrained IT professionals.
Our proprietary, open-source, and dark web intelligence
is leveraged to expedite triage and enrich investigations
conducted by the SOC. Delivered as intelligence reports
with new detections outlined with classifications of threat
indicators.

Resource-constrained IT teams are overburdened trying to manage
a variety of siloed cybersecurity products and respond to a constant
barrage of alerts on all fronts. Top of the line security tools are
expensive to purchase and require a team of experts in order to
maximize their value. BlueVoyant takes a unique approach that
includes a sophisticated method of detecting threats faster with
the ability to contain and remediate security incidents in a timely
manner.

Why Clients Choose BlueVoyant Managed Security Services
Companies turn to BlueVoyant for Managed Security Services
when they realize that it makes more sense to outsource due to the
complexity and expense of good cyber defense. They have invested
in tools and technology that are too complex for their IT staff to fully
utilize. Managed Security Services can trim high costs, assist with
compliance reporting needs, respond and triage alerts while helping
your team succeed in keeping threat actors out of your network.

DETECTION-AS-A-SERVICE℠
Leveraging the BlueVoyant Platform and Deep
Expertise to Monitor and Investigate Threats That
Matter

As a cyber security services company, powered by big data analytics,
our superior client results are driven by our data, our people and our

The orchestration and automation of security events allows
our analysts to zero in on threats that really matter. We
leverage proprietary, open-source, and dark web intelligence
to expedite triage and enrich investigations conducted by
the SOC.

platform.

Summarized and prioritized Threat Intelligence reports are
delivered to you via Wavelength™, the BlueVoyant Client
Portal.

world. We minimize the impact of attacks by utilizing pre-approved

The BlueVoyant team is led by cybersecurity experts from the best
defended organizations and government agencies around the
playbooks to automate threat response, reducing the time an
adversary spends on your network. Response time counts when
your network is under attack. We detect, investigate, and take

MANAGED SIEM

action, so you don’t have to.

Making a Powerful Platform Available to ResourceConstrained Teams
BlueVoyant Managed SIEM provides your team with a
dedicated Splunk® Enterprise environment, hosted by
BlueVoyant. You’ll have access to BlueVoyant SIEM and
security detection and response expertise through our
services.
Enjoy less frustration with platform administration. With
Managed SIEM with BlueVoyant, you and your team can
perform searches, develop correlations and execute analyses
with the extra management burdens and expertise to get
the most from Splunk® Enterprise.

For more information please visit:
www.bluevoyant.com

Secure your business now:
sales@bluevoyant.com

